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ABSTRACT

This thesis addresses information models for systems engineering activities.
Systems engineering tasks are a central set of technical management tasks used by large
distributed groups of individuals to design, develop, produce, and operate large,
engineered systems. In this work, standard systems engineering methods and activities
are analyzed and evaluated in the context of current engineering practice. Specific
methods and models used for the capture, encoding and storage of systems engineering
information and artifacts are given special attention during the evaluation and analysis
phase. A generic systems engineering meta-model is then developed and used as a basis
for the systems engineering information models that are developed and presented in this
work.
The generic systems engineering meta-model developed in this work is founded
on the scientific problem solving process. A unique process named CCFRAT (for the
Concept, Context, Function, Requirement, Architecture and Test views that are the core
system views used in this process) is developed in this work. The meta-model and
process are then used as a foundation for the standard relational data modeling activities
required to produce the complete logical information models that are developed in this
thesis. Relational database tables and processes are developed and presented to support
the capture, storage and management of systems engineering program data. Opensource, freely-available computing components were used in the development of this
thesis.
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1
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. DEFINITION OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Systems engineering is a structured technical design and management process
used in the design, development, production and operation of large-scale complex
systems. The first development and practice of systems engineering is generally
attributed to the United States Military during the First or Second World War.[1]
However, some authors trace the general practice of systems engineering back much
further to Military Engineering Schools in Europe in the 1700’s or even before that time
to the Roman aqueducts or Egyptian pyramids.[2,3]
Technology brings many benefits to our daily lives. Technology development
and deployment also brings a constant increase in complexity associated with the
deployment of new technology. Systems engineering methods were developed in-part to
deal with this ever increasing level of technical and operational complexity. Systems
engineering methods are an extension of basic scientific problem solving methods that
have been directly applied to designing systems to solve existing problems in the
environment. [4]

1.2. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PRACTICE
Prior to the mid 1980’s most systems engineering techniques were based on the
production of written (textual) problem and solution statements as well as analytical
(graphical and computational) techniques used to explore various aspects of the problem
at hand. Since the mid 1980’s and the explosion in the availability of computing
resources, many systems engineering methods and processes have been translated to
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computer-based tools to facilitate the production, management and distribution of
system design information and methods. However, much of the systems engineering
material and many of the system artifacts produced on major system programs are based
on “pre-computer” information types. Systems engineers commonly refer to
specification documents, contract documents, and requirements linking. These are all
document-based systems engineering products that are static and non-executable.
The systems documents for a specific program are usually arranged in a
“specification tree.” The specification tree is useful to illustrate the order and
precedence of each specific document. The task of managing these engineering
documents and the requirements links is very important. If done correctly, the task
output creates great benefit for the systems development program. However, the task of
managing the document tree is time consuming, cognitively demanding, and very
sensitive to small errors in logic and content semantics.

1.3. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The systems engineering documents are artifacts of the engineering
organizations that participate in the system specification, acquisition, design,
development and deployment. In many cases these are legal and contractual documents
that create a binding contract between the system owner and the system builder. A rich
history of organizational process and development practices that produce both the
system product and the system product documentation has been recorded in numerous
books and professional publications. The systems engineering methods were first
encoded into organizational structures, roles and desk instructions during the 1960’s.
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The specific processes and techniques used to develop systems engineering products
were enforced and controlled using company specific command media, procedures and
processes.
During the late 1980’s and early 1990’s significant efforts were made to transfer
these methods and operations to computer-based systems. In the same time frame, the
International Council On Systems Engineering (INCOSE) was established to provide a
forum for the further development and publication of systems engineering practices and
literature. An INCOSE technical working group, the Tools Database Working Group
(TDWG), has developed a list of typical systems engineering tools. These typical
systems engineering tools have been mapped to the areas of the standard systems
engineering process where they are normally used.[5] Figure 1.3-1 shows a typical
three-tier computing system layout and some typical distributions of operational
computing components across the three tiers.
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Systems engineering computer-based tools have a wide range of application,
structure and content. In many cases, companies that create and support specialized
systems engineering tools have gone out of business leaving large programs with the
data encapsulated in an information format that can no longer accessed. Similarly, other
companies have modified integrated office suites to support specific systems
engineering tasks, only to have these office suites become obsolete and unsupportable
over the long term. This thesis develops a basic systems engineering information model
and maps this model to a standards compliant open source relational database system.
These types of computing systems will be available from numerous sources and
supportable over the long term.

1.4. THESIS APPROACH AND ORGANIZATION
The systems development process literature has been searched to identify
systems development models and process approaches. These standard processes are
then analyzed to develop a generic systems engineering process that is used as a basis
for the design of the systems engineering information model developed in this work.
The literature review section covers the history of systems engineering, common
systems engineering practice, and current systems engineering standards, tools and
approaches.
Given the generic systems engineering process, a systems engineering
conceptual model was first developed. Next, the logical model was developed from the
conceptual model and used in a standard fashion to develop relational database tables.
Open source relational database management systems are then analyzed in to select the
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best candidate software package for this work. The PostgreSQL relational database
management system (RDMS) was then selected as the deployment platform for the
database tables, processes and other artifacts.
The systems engineering global conceptual model was the developed from the
information contained in the literature review. The global systems engineering
conceptual model was developed as a meta-model that is adaptable to all types of
systems engineering development activities. A systems logical data model and
relational database tables were then developed based on the high level meta-model. The
thesis is completed with a discussion of general considerations in deployment and
utilization of a system that is based on the systems engineering models and techniques
developed in this thesis.
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1. SCOPE OF LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review covered a wide range of material, including books,
professional journals, web sites, and conference proceedings. Given the ubiquitous
nature of the term “systems engineering”, only publications and sources that focused on
systems engineering as the creation of large, complex system solutions were used as
reference. Other interpretations of systems engineering were not considered valid for
inclusion in the production of this thesis.
Many definitions are used for the systems engineering professional discipline.
The following definitions will be used in this work: Systems engineering is the
professional discipline that controls the ordered, systematic design and development of
complex systems which require the services of a wide range of domain engineering,
specialty engineering and other technical disciplines to successfully deploy a viable
system. From this definition we can see that the systems engineer has technical
responsibility for the complete system, system segment or subsystem, depending on that
engineer’s current assignment and role in the system production process.

2.2. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING HISTORY
Systems engineering activities have been traced to recent large large-scale
human activities associated with the First and Second World Wars. However, some
authors trace systems engineering activities back much further to the Roman and
Egyptian times. In each of these early instances of systems engineering activities, the
“systems engineer” or “systems architect” used organizational control to sequence the
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activities and guide the systematic steps in the production of the product system. By the
time of the Second World War, the tools for systematic design and control of large-scale
systems had grown from organizational control to include technical and planning
methods like; industrial production planning, distributed real-time communications
systems and operational analysis and optimization.
The United States Air Force was the first government activity to have a
published systems engineering procedure manual. Air Force Systems Command Manual
(AFSCM) 375-5 was published in 1964.[6] The Department of Defense (DoD)
published MIL-STD-499, Systems Engineering Management, in 1969 as a mechanism to
standardize the content of systems engineering management plans used on DoD
programs. MIL-STD-499 was updated to MIL-STD-499A, which was published as
guidance for defense contractors working on large defense programs.[5][2] By the
middle 1980’s MIL-STD-499A and the Army Field Manual (FM) 770-78, “Systems
Engineering” were viewed as the basis for the practice of engineering management in
the DoD community. The Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) published
the first “Systems Engineering Management Guide” in 1983 based on the material
contained in MIL-STD-499A and the Army FM 770-78. [6] [7]
A change in the DoD’s standards policy, away from military standards and
moving toward commercial standards, started in the early 1990’s. This fundamental
change stopped MIL-STD-499B from being adopted and was the primary driver for the
development of two commercial system engineering standards; Electronic Industries
Association (EIA) 632, “Processes for Engineering a System”, and Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 1220, “ Standard for Application and
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Management of the Systems Engineering Process.”[2] Both of these commercial
standards are still in use today addressing the coordination and process integration issues
associated with the production and deployment of large complex systems by large
complex organizations.
The International Organization for Standardization (IOS) and IEC published
ISO/IEC 15288, “Systems Engineering – System Life Cycle Processes”, in late 2002.
This standard focuses on standardizing the process steps used during the acquisition of a
system.

2.3. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CURRENT PRACTICE
The activities of modern man are facilitated by and generate large-scale complex
systems in a seemly endless process. Engineering techniques, engineering systems and
systems engineering management processes developed during the 1950’s, 1960’s and
1970’s have been continually adapted and applied to an ever increasing variety of
complex systems that are built upon the previous layer of complex systems developed
and deployed a few years earlier. [1]
The current practice of systems engineering can be divided into two general
classes for discussion and analysis: government systems engineering, and commercial
systems engineering. The primary differences between these types of systems
engineering activities are customer expectations and the type of system support
products that need to be delivered with each product system. These differences are also
associated with the methods used to identify the need for new system. [8]
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2.4. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STANDARD PROCESSES
The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) 632 and The Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 1220 standard publications outline two approaches to
the processes of engineering complex systems. Each of these documents is valuable in
providing a standard framework, vocabulary and approach to systems development that
reduces the misunderstandings, improves communications and reduces the time required
to produce a complex system product.
In addition to EIA 632 and IEEE 1220, EIA published a companion standard
EIA 731, “Systems Engineering Capability Model”, this standard is used by an
organization to perform a structured evaluation of its ability to accomplish effective
systems engineering tasks and process steps. [9][10]

2.5. PROCESSES FOR ENGINEERING A SYSTEM
The EIA 632 standard established a systematic approach to the processes needed
to engineer a system. EIA 632 incorporated best practices gathered from over fifty years
of professional experience designing, developing and deploying large complex systems.
The approach in EIA 632 is based on three assumptions:
-

A system is one or more end products and sets of related enabling
products that meet stakeholder needs and expectations.

-

Stakeholder defined requirements are fulfilled by products that are
composed of a hierarchical set of integrated elements.
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-

The application of well-defined processes by a skilled, knowledgeable
multidisciplinary team to each hierarchical element in the product system
will produce the required integrated system.

Based on these assumptions, the standard is intended to assist system developers in:
-

Discovering and managing a consistent, complete set of system
requirements.

-

Enabling

-

Enabling the delivery of feasible, cost-effective product systems

-

Delivering a product system within cost, schedule, and technical risk
constraints.

-

Satisfying stakeholder life cycle system requirements at every stage of
the product system lifecycle.

The processes defined by the EIA 632 standard are divided into five logical
groups which are them further decomposed into sub-processes under each major
process. The five main process groups and sub-processes are:
-

Acquisition and Supply
o Supply Process
o Acquisition Process

-

Technical Management
o Planning Process
o Assessment Process
o Control Process

-

System Design
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o Requirements Definition Process
o Solution Definition Process
-

Product Realization
o Implementation Process
o Transition to Use Process

-

Technical Evaluation
o Systems Analysis Process
o Requirements Validation Process
o System Verification Process
o End Product Validation Process

The specific steps associated with these five fundamental process areas can be
used to develop all types of product systems. The specific context of the systems
acquisition and development activity may impact the sub-process definition and specific
sub-process tasks and methods. However, the high level fundamental processes will be
the same in all cases of system acquisition. [9]

2.6. STANDARD SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROCESS, IEEE 1220
The IEEE 1220 standard was released in 1998 as a full standard that addresses a
lower level of system development processes than those addressed by EIA 632. IEEE
1220 is focused more on the technical process activities and tasks of system production
and does not address the complete contracting and acquisition process elements that are
more fully addressed by EIA 632.
IEEE 1220 process sections are:
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-

Requirements Analysis

-

Requirements Validation

-

Functional Analysis

-

Systems Analysis
o Requirements Trade Studies and Assessment
o Functional Trade Studies and Assessments
o Design Trade Studies and Assessments

-

Functional Verification

-

Synthesis

-

Physical Verification

-

Control Process
o Configuration Management
o Data Management
o Interface Management
o Performance Based Progress Measurements
o Risk Management

Both the EIA 632 and the IEEE 1220 standards present block diagrams that
locate the product system in the context of a system hierarchy. However, these system
representations are quite different. [5][11]

2.7. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CAPABILITY MODEL, EIA 731
The Systems Engineering Capability Model, EIA 731, is intended to support an
organizations effort to improve its capability to consistently design, develop, and
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produce high quality systems within schedule and budget constraints. EIA 731 is a
companion standard to the EIA 632 and IEEE 1220 standards, and augments the
deployment and utilization of these standards by creating a structured set of methods to
evaluate an organizations ability to perform systems engineering tasks. Successful
application of the practices contained in EIA 731 will allow an engineering organization
to:
-

Decrease the time required to produce a product system

-

Create product systems that meet all stakeholder requirements

-

Reduce system life cycle costs

-

Control and decrease the frequency of engineering changes

-

Increase product system quality

-

Enhance the technical communication ability of engineering teams

-

Create more adaptable and sustainable product systems

-

Decrease product system development risks

EIA 731 is composed of two parts, EIA 731.1 “Systems Engineering Capability
Model” (SECM) and EIA 731.2 “Systems Engineering Capability Model Appraisal
Method” (SECM AP). The SECM is a logical tool designed to support an organizations
efforts to access, improve and develop systems engineering capabilities. The model is
developed around a set of focus areas that cover the complete span of systems
engineering activities in an organization. These focus areas are grouped into three
categories: the Technical Group, the Management Group, and the Environment Group.
Practices in the Technical Group represent and correspond to practices and definitions
found in EIA 632 and EIA 1220. Practices in the Management Group represent, and
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correspond to, industry-wide best practices used to increase efficiency and promote costeffectiveness in the implementation of the systems engineering process. Practices in the
Environmental Group align technology development practices with business objectives
to enable the sustained execution of systems engineering practices across the total
organization. The Technical Group is made up of the following focus areas:
-

Define Stakeholder and System Level Requirements

-

Define Technical Problem

-

Define Solution

-

Assess and Select

-

Integrate System

-

Verify System

-

Validate System

The Management Group contains the following focus areas:
-

Plan and Organize

-

Monitor and Control

-

Integrate Disciplines

-

Coordinate with Suppliers

-

Manage Risk

-

Manage Data

-

Manage Configurations

-

Ensure Quality

The Environment Group completes the list by adding the following areas:
-

Define and Improve the Systems Engineering Process
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-

Manage Competency

-

Manage Technology

-

Manage Systems Engineering Support Environment

Taken together these nineteen focus areas cover all major organizational activities
associated with the practice of systems engineering. [9]
The Systems Engineering Capability Model Appraisal Method, EIA 731.2, is a
formal, structured audit and appraisal method used to evaluate an organization’s ability
to perform systems engineering tasks in an effective and efficient manner. The raw data
collected during the appraisal is used evaluate and rank the organizations systems
engineering capability. The categories used to rank organizational capability are defined
below:
-

Initial; No system engineering practices are performed. Limited or no
effective system engineering processes are used.

-

Performed; Some limited systems engineering practices are performed
by specific individuals in the organization. Activities are ad hoc with
little formal process control.

-

Managed; Systems engineering activities are planned and tracked, with
work products conforming to written standards. Established metrics are
used to measure activity compliance. The organizations activities are
managed based on this measured performance.

-

Defined; Standard well-defined processes are used to perform activities.
An organization-wide standard planning process is used to manage and
improve the defined processes.
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-

Measured; Organizational and program metrics are used to track task
performance in a quantitative manner.

-

Optimizing; Quantitative performances goals are used as a basis for
efficiently managing processes. Processes are under constant, continuous
improvement based on the data collected from the process measurement
activities.

This audit method allows an organization the ability to focus improvement activities in
the areas that will provide the maximum benefit for the least effort.

2.8. DEFENSE SYSTEM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, DOD-STD-2167A
The Defense System Software Development standard is reviewed and discussed
from the systems requirements traceability viewpoint. The document-centric and
hierarchal nature of software development activities created a need to trace systems
requirements from the body of one requirements document to the body text of other
requirements documents. The lower-level requirements documents detailed the
mechanism for the fulfillment of the requirements contained in higher-level
requirements document. Requirements traceability throughout the total system lifecycle
was mandated by DoD-STD-2167A. This mandate formalizes the process of linking or
relating the document sections that describe a need, and the document sections that
describe how that stated need will be satisfied. [12] [13]
Even though the practice of traceability was mandated for use on projects that
developed software systems for the DoD, no common model or specific set of practices
were specified to guide the implementation of traceability practices. The Naval
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Postgraduate School conducted a series of studies on requirements traceability practices
associated with government software projects. A primary outcome of these studies was
a set of conceptual information models that address the basic areas of software systems
development. Four conceptual models were developed during this work, they are:
Requirements Management Model (Figure 2.8-1), Design Allocation Model (Figure 2.82), Design/Implementation Decision Making Model (Figure 2.8-3), and Compliance
Verification Model (Figure 2.8-4). The requirements traceability model is composed of
three out of four of these models: the Requirements Management,
Design/Implementation and Allocation, and the Compliance Verification. The fourth
model, Design/Implementation Decision Making is used only for the decision process
during design and allocation.[13][14] These models all focus on the types of
requirements traceability links that should be used tofulfill the mandated requirements
linking activity in an intelligent and useful manner.
In the Naval Postgraduate studies two types of traceability uses were identified,
“low end users” and “high end users.” The “low end users” had a much more limited
traceability model than the “high end users.”[13] Therefore, only the “high end users”
traceability models are considered in this thesis. Much of the semantic and conceptual
structure necessary to effectively use these traceability models must be imposed by the
organization creating and using each specific requirements document. This
organizational structure also includes the form and relationships of the program
specification tree. These information models are solely designed to link text based
system descriptions, and do not directly address executable system models. Executable
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models and graphical system representations are absent from this set of information
models
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2.9. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION
Almost all systems engineering activities are associated with a controlled, timephased process that integrates the necessary multiple specialty engineering disciplines
required to design, develop and deploy large-scale complex systems. Chase outlined a
scientific approach to systems design and engineering which linked the steps in the
systems design process to the steps in basic scientific problem solving. Figure 2.9-1
shows these relationships. [15]

Steps to Apply
Scientific Method to
Problem Solving

Early Man
Developing
Cultural Patterns

Basic
Research

Operations
Research

System
Design

Recognize
problem

Unsatisfied
Physiological Need

Identify gap in body of
scientific knowledge

Identify operational
objective to be achieved

Describe mission or
use requirements

Describe
problem

Discover alternative
ways to increase
satisfaction of need

Develop theory of
probable cause and
effect relationships

Define situation &
resources which can be
used to attain objectives

Define req’d operation
and logistic functions to
attain use objectives

Select hypothesis
for solving problem

Select favored way of
satisfying need

Select hypothesis for
investigation

Describe tailorable
variables to achieve
desired objectives

Specify the system
performance / design
requirements

4

Devise implements &
techniques to practice
favored way

Describe experimental
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Accomplish detail design
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satisfaction of need
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summary statistical
data
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test data
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cultural pattern

Derive conclusions to
confirm, deny, modify
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Recommend actions to
achieve desired
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Recommend
modifications for
production system

1

2

3

Develop model for
testing hypothesis

5 Conduct tests
under controlled
conditions

6

Analyze and
evaluate test data

7Derive conclusions
to confirm, deny,
modify hypothesis

Figure 2.9-1 Scientific Approach to Problem Solving

Differences between systems and software processes notations and design
approaches create the need for specialized documentation, integration and
communications activities to successfully complete these large-scale tasks.[16] [17] The
relationships among systems engineering and software engineering tasks and discipline
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interfaces must be evaluated in terms of the complete system design task. The total set
of system behavior, objectives and functions must be evaluated in a manner that is
understood by all engineering participants.[18] The functions, requirements,
architecture, and test (FRAT) approach developed by Mar is one type of conceptual
framework that can be used to address the semantic confusion found in the systems
engineering discipline.[19] The FRAT approach has been found to be a useful tool in
many large scale projects.
Systems engineering is an enterprise activity whose processes are described in
organizational process and procedure manuals. The specific operational steps are
sequenced and enforced by organizational controls. In large, complex system creation
activities systems engineers can lose sight of the total system and the role they play in
the system creation process. [19] However, some systems engineers have developed and
applied Model Based Systems Engineering to the problem of large distributed systems
designs.[20]
Oliver provides an overview of the application of Model Based Systems
Engineering to the systems engineering process. The approach proposed by Oliver
creates an engineering process and context model with six layers. These six layers are:
the systems engineering process layer, the information representation layer, the tool
layer, the changes layer, the staffing layer and the external visibility and review
layer.[21] The systems engineering process layer contains a core set of seven process
steps that map very well to the seven problem solving steps outlined by Chase. The
seven systems engineering core process steps are: assess available information, define
effectiveness measures, create the “what” model, create the “how” model, perform
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trade-off analysis, create sequential build and test plan. A functional flow block
diagram (FFBD)of the process flow is shown in Figure 2.9-2.
A core set of processes and information models for systems engineering are
developed and discussed by Oliver in a book and other publications.[22][23] The
processes are presented in a FFBD graphical notation while the
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Figure 2.9-2 Core Process Flow Step

information models are presented using a subset of the Object Modeling Technique
(OMT) notation. Using these notation sets, a series of information models are generated
for the following application domains:
-

System behavior

-

System input and output
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-

System structure and behavior

-

System requirements

-

Effectiveness measure creation

-

Text requirements, behavior and content

-

Build and test plan

These information models were analyzed to identify each of the classes, or
entities, and the relationships between these classes. A list of the classes and their
corresponding relationships for the system behavior model are shown in Table B-1 in
appendix B. Table B-2 lists the classes and relationships for the system input and output
model. This system input and output model contains many different types of objects
(functional, physical, state) and many different object modes and states (storage, access,
condition). The classes and relationships associated with the system behavior and
structure information model are shown in Table B-3 in appendix B. The classes and
relationships associated with the system requirements model are presented in Table B-4.
The classes and relationships that make up the system effectiveness measures
(EM) creation information model are presented in Table B-5. In the information and
systems modeling approach used by Oliver, some of the classes in the information
model are color coded to distinguish the type of information provided by the object.
Three general information types are marked: text information, behavior information, and
context information. This is an interesting addition to the standard information model
and provides a richer semantic and deeper understanding of the information models
content and meaning. Table B-6, in appendix B, lists the classes and relationships
associated with the information model for text requirements, behavior, and context.
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Each object class name is marked to indicate the information category, (t) for text, (b)
for behavior, and (c) for context. The next table, Table B-7, shows the content of the
information model for text requirements, structure and context. Each class in the model
and the relationship between these classes is listed. This model is focused on the system
structure, which details “how the system is built”, while the previous model focused on
the system behavior, which is “what the system does.”
Systems engineering activities are used to develop alternative designs as well as
select the preferred candidate solution from the pool of acceptable alternatives. This set
of systems engineering activities is commonly called tradeoff analysis. An information
model designed to represent tradeoff analysis activities is presented in Table B-8.
Consistent with the functional flow block diagrams the information models listed in
these tables are associated with a core systems engineering process that has six
functions;
-

Assess available information

-

Define effectiveness measures

-

Create behavior model

-

Create structure model

-

Perform tradeoff analysis

-

Create sequential build and test plan

Table B-9, in appendix B, lists the classes and relationships associated with the
information model for the sequential build and test plan (SBTP). The information
models that have been presented here are based on the work of Oliver. [19][20][21][22]
These information models are an object-oriented type of model that is basically different
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than the “entity relationship” diagram. However, they do provide one perspective about
the types of objects and relationships found in the systems engineering domain. The
systems engineering objects and relationships become better defined when they are
applied in a specific system development context in support of a specific set of tasks.

2.10. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING INFORMATION VIEWS
Key products of the systems engineering process are large, complex systems
with long life cycles and multiple levels of components, interactions and processes. One
method that is used to manage the complexity associated with these types of systems is
the development and application of standard processes and interfaces. The United States
military has developed a set of global, high-level standards. The primary purpose of
these standards is to constrain systems solutions in a manner that encourages system
interoperability. Associated sets of rules establish three basic views of a technical
architecture: functional view, physical view, and technical view. While these high level
standards and rule sets are not static, they will change at a much slower rate than the
physical components and subsystems that comprise the final physical instance of any
given large scale complex system. [24]
Given the high level constraints placed on the design solution space, common
design processes are viewed as a positive benefit that encourages the production of large
scale interoperable systems. Executable systems models are very important in verifying
the dynamic systems interactions. A standard structured systems analysis process was
developed to facilitate the communications, command, control, computer, intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems design including, the executable
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models necessary to verify and validate each candidate system solution. [25] In a
similar fashion, an object oriented approach was developed to create candidate systems
solutions in a structured, systematic manner. [26]
Dividing a system into various views is a fairly common idea. Mar developed
the functions, requirements and architecture (FRA) views of a system.[19] Later on Mar
added a test view to the basic set of views creating the functions, requirements,
architecture and tests (FRAT) views of systems engineering as well as the FRAT
process for the engineering of large complex systems.[27] The FRAT approach also
included a strict definition of the term function and the term requirement. Defining the
terms provided a logical, operational semantic tie between the two terms. Functions are
defined as what the system must do, while a requirement is defined as how well the
function must be done. These two definitions are used to combine the functionrequirement pair into a problem statement that details what must be done and how well
it must be done. In the same manner, the architecture and test terms are grouped
together to provide the solution and verification for the problem statement. The FRAT
approach not only uses four different views of a system to organize system development
activity, but also reduces confusion relating to the word function and the word
requirement. While this approach does not remove all of the confusion in this area, it
does help to greatly reduce the uncertainty associated with these terms when they are
applied in a specific development context.
An alternative set of five system views for large, complex, computer-based
systems, was proposed by Karangelen and Hoang. These five views are the
environmental capture view, informational capture view, functional capture view,
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behavioral view and the implementation capture view. These five views were presented
as a basis for constructing a robust, linked, systems-design methodology that has clearly
defined interfaces, semantics and defined systems views.[28] This approach has been
used as the basis of a computer aided design tool, however it is not directly applicable to
systems of a general nature.
Another application of system views for system complexity control is presented
by Frank.[29] This application focuses on views of the system architecture as a system
design aid. One cohesive aspect of the system under design is formulated into a system
view that describes what that aspect is and does. Eight system architecture views are
presented: mission application view, mission scenario view, data view, user view,
hardware view, state and mode view, infrastructure view, and facilities view. These
eight views are perceived to be a complete set of necessary architecture views one must
consider when building a large, complex, software-intensive system or set of systems.
Systems views also play an important role in systems architecting. Maier
discusses the importance of systems views during the process of architecting hardware
and software systems.[30] Creating and architecting the hardware-software interface
present a unique challenge. This challenge was also discussed in detail by
Alford.[17][18]. Maier suggests that the conceptual mismatch between hardware
systems and software systems design can be addressed using five system views. These
views are the logical view, process view, physical view, development view, and scenario
view. These views are used to organize the system requirements and facilitate a
structured bottom-up type of development process. Percivall details the application of a
systems architecture standard to a satellite development project. In this particular
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activity five system views were selected to represent the system under development:
functional view, data management view, communications view, security view and
systems management view.[31] While a satellite is a complex system combining both
hardware and software, the system views chosen were quite different than those
proposed by Maier.

2.11. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS MODELS
Systems engineering has two basic foundations: a systems engineering process
and requirements management activities. Just as there are many “standard” systems
engineering processes there are many different interpretations for specific requirements
management activities. Grady discussed the connection between poorly written systems
engineering standards and confusion associated with the sequence of requirements
analysis and functional analysis.[32] The key area of confusion, according to Grady, is
the relationship between the current level of system definition activity and the higherlevel system need or function that produced the lower-level system requirements
activity. This fundamental semantic relationship between specified need and specified
solution, as it appears in the project lifecycle, is documented by the following authors;
Forsberg and Mooz, Mar and Morias, as well as Simpson and Simpson. [16][33][34]
Most requirements management practices are based on managing a collection of
text documents and sets of linkages between and among the documents in this
collection. The arrangement and relationships between the documents in the collection
are usually program and project specific, with many of the documents carrying a
contractual connection. Document hierarchies usually begin with high level need
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statements from the customer, and flow-down to system and system segment
specification documents that detail the types of systems solutions that will be built to
fulfill the stated need. [35][36][37][38] The differences between software, hardware,
and organizational specifications, as well as other systems development activities, add to
the uncertainty associated with the requirements sources, priority and level of system
interaction. In different systems development and design projects the “natural systems
development” order and information flow varies across the individual aspects of the
system design, development and production processes. These differences in the
development order create activity and requirements gaps that must be evaluated and
addressed by the systems engineering process. [39]
Systems engineering requirements models have been used to organize the
various aspects of the systems engineering phases, tasks and activities. It is clear that
both textual and executable types of data and models are required to effectively address
the numerous types and forms of requirements information encountered in a systems
development process. The approach used in each specific case must match the available
resources and skill level of the individuals using the systems engineering requirements
models and support tools. [40] One of the primary characteristics of a requirement is a
unit of measure that is used in the testing process to verify and validate the requirement.
One of the primary functions of a requirement is supporting design decisions during a
trade study. Systems engineering requirements models must support both of these types
of information capture and processing. Decision support, and requirements verification
and validation, are key aspects of any systems engineering requirements model. [41][42]
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Standard decision metrics can be coupled with matrix processes to evaluate the
stakeholder requirements at each level and phase of system development. [43]
Systems engineering requirements models have been applied to many aspects of
system development. Sometimes these requirements models are just applied to the
linkages between textual data sets. Other times they are applied to both the system
production process and the system being produced. The large number of ways that a
major systems development project can be (and have been) described in requirements
models adds to the complexity of the practice of systems engineering. Executable
requirements models have been developed to assist in the evaluation of requirements
flow and utilization in a systems development process.[44] Tools and specialty
notations have been developed to support the design of executable systems requirements
models. RDD-100 and IDEF0 are both examples of this type of tool.[45] Custom tools
have also been built to support a single aspect of requirements management, like
verification or concept development requirements traceability.[46][47]
In other cases, systems engineering requirements models are complicated by the
amount of software used in the final product. The level of reliability and fault tolerance
needed in the final product system also adds complexity to a project. These aspects add
further variation to each specific type of systems engineering requirements data capture,
management and storage task. Software, systems and hardware requirements have
common terms, but in many cases the meaning of these terms are context dependent.
The mixed nature of many systems requirements models does not specifically account
for these variations in context, concept and meaning. [48] [49][50][51]
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2.12. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING MODELS
Systems engineering models are used in the development of complex systems
that require the coordination of large groups of individuals, organizations, facilities and
other resources. The nature and type of models used are directly related to the systems
engineering methods practiced by the organization or specified by the customer.
Military and government customers focus on the product system or the system they are
purchasing as the primary subject for their systems engineering efforts. However, a
growing number of authors are advocating the application of systems engineering
modeling concepts and practices to all relevant systems associated with the systems
development activities.[19][32][33][52][53] Modeling all primary systems relevant to
the current systems design and development process provides a uniform method of
describing what is not in the product system, identifying and recording important aspects
of the system boundary and presents a mechanism to record the systems development
process details. Modeling of all of the primary systems also raises some fundamental
questions about the nature of a system, what aspects of a system should be modeled and
what techniques are best for executing the systems modeling activity.[54][55][56]
These fundamental questions need to be addressed in a common uniform manner to
better understand, develop, document and operate the current set of systems under
development. The interaction and boundary between man-made systems and natural
systems, as well as the level of effort and resources required to create the primary
systems, will drive any set of systems modeling activities.[57][58] The current set of
systems engineering models cluster around two main areas: systems engineering models
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that describe the system under design and systems engineering models that describe the
information and computing resources required to support system design.
Model-driven system design is a systems engineering design approach that
incorporates executable models and design notation as well as the traditional text-based
approach to the description of systems and systems requirements. Model driven design
activities are organized around the established systems engineering process, and are used
in conjunction with specialized tools and notations to create models of complex systems
and systems architectures.[59][60] The general approach to systems modeling using
systems architecting techniques is basically the same as systems engineering modeling.
However, the final product is not a system model but a system architecture. The
systems architecture is a “higher level” description of the system to be produced.
[61][62][63] Systems architecture models are useful for a number of reasons, including
abstract information communication, data transfer and design documentation. Global
system architectures can be modeled, or a subset of the architecture can be modeled, to
address the stated design needs. Global architecture analysis, used to evaluate and select
optimized systems architecture, provides insights into various aspects of system
complexity and design completeness.[64] Other specialized systems models focus on
the conceptual system description phase or specific system development tasks like test
and validation. These models are useful tools during the systems development
phase.[65][66] In each case, a common systems engineering process model and systems
performance metrics are required to evaluate the effectiveness of the current systems
design activity. [67][68][69]
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Systems engineering, by its very nature, requires a suite of supporting computing
and information management resources. Vast amounts of data are created during a
systems development process and this data must be properly managed to extract the
greatest value from the data and information.[70][71] Models for systems engineering
computing resources have been developed from various points of view, including,
business systems re-engineering and systems engineering automation.[72][73] Systems
engineering models that are based on the functional view and the solution view of
systems design as well as system architectural informational content have also been
proposed. [74][75]
Integration and application of systems engineering computing resources requires
the definition and modeling of the phases of the systems engineering process as well as
well-defined interfaces between systems engineering computer based tools and
information repositories. These integrated tools and processes are the basis for the
computing resource models required to support systems engineering activities. [76] [77]
[78] Detailed process algorithms have been developed to support the development and
application of computing resource models. [79]

2.13. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING INFORMATION MODELS
Systems engineering data is stored in a repository for project or program systems
engineering data. The form of this data repository is most often a relational or objectoriented database. For this database to be useful it must be an integrated, multi-user
database that provides a repository for all information associated with the systems
engineering process and activities. This repository will include all data, schema,
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models, tools, technical management decisions, process analysis, requirements changes,
process and product metrics as well as trade studies and trade-off analysis. Two groups
of relational database tables are proposed to store and track systems engineering data.
One group of tables contains data that tracks management activities. The other group
tracks the systems architecture evolution.
Four tables are defined to track management data: systems engineering
management plan (SEMP) table, systems engineering master schedule (SEMS) table,
transactions table and the status table. The SEMP table contains the following
attributes: paragraph, title, help text, detail text, figure, supports SEMS ID. The SEMS
table contains the following attributes; SEMS ID, project phase, major event, title,
description, completion criteria, deliverables, system breakdown structure (SBS) ID
impacted. The transactions table contains the following attributes: transaction ID, SBS
ID impacted, transaction type, problem statement, analysis summary, recommended
solution, detailed analysis reference, agreed by, responsible, open date, and close date.
The status table contains the following attributes: status ID, SEMS event, percent
complete (technical), exception report, remarks, SBS entity, systems engineering metrics
1, systems engineering metrics 2, systems engineering metrics n, and status date.
The four tables defined to track the systems architecture evolution are:
requirements table, functions table, SBS table and test table. The requirements table
contains the following attributes: requirement ID, parent, title, summary text, detailed
text, classification, test method, analysis summary, derived requirement, functional
allocation, and version. The functions table contains the following attributes: function
ID, relationship, title, summary text, detail text, test method, analysis summary, SBS
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allocation, percent evolution, and version. The SBS table contains the following
attributes; SBS ID, title, type, summary description, detail description, test reference,
analysis summary, statement of work, risk analysis, responsible, cost breakdown, and
version. The test table contains the following attributes: test ID, paragraph, title,
summary statement, detail statement, remarks, function tested, and version. A database
constructed from these two groups of tables, management tables and architecture tables,
will provide a system wide information resource for design and management
activities.[80]
Systems engineering information models have also been developed to
specifically support the technical communications and systems development data needs
of integrated process teams when they are in the process of creating a new set of
systems. These information models have been divided into two groups: management
information, and design and verification information. These information models are
presented in a “class-relationship-class” type of diagram. Table B-10, in appendix B,
shows the management information model. The design and verification information
classes and relationships are presented in Table B-11.
These two information models are used to develop formal databases to support
and integrate product teams and structured design processes.[81] The two previous
systems engineering information models were based on a top-down analysis of the
organization processes and systems development processes. Another activity is taking
more of a bottom-up approach to the development of information models for systems
engineering. This effort started out as an activity to develop a basis for the exchange of
information between systems engineering design tools and has expanded to cover the
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complete system design space. A conceptual information model has been developed and
is presented in Table B-12 of appendix B.[82][83] The classes and relationships
presented in the conceptual information model are developed at a high level of
abstraction.
Other views of systems engineering information models have been developed.
These information models focus on managing the complexity of the systems
development activity by providing a well-designed, process-based context. In this way,
a structured systems information model is developed and maintained. One such
information model has been developed to support the systematic management of
requirements. This information model has five main classes: top-level specification,
relationship from top-level specification to system specification, system specification at
intermediate decomposition level, relationship from system specification to equipment
specification and equipment specification. These main classes, combined with a
standard process and general main class attributes, form the foundation of this approach
to systems engineering information modeling.[84]
Another approach to the development of an information architecture for systems
engineering uses three primary elements: an information architecture, an information
structure optimized by domain, and an enterprise-wide, decision-making and
technology-planning process. The information architecture is developed to relate system
requirements, system models and system decisions in a general enterprise context. To
support this architecture, information structures are developed in a modular fashion for
business data, user and customer data, product development data, project management
data, miscellaneous data, link data and schema definition data. Each of these specific
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data modules contains data that is necessary to support requirements management and
decision analysis in the larger enterprise.[85]
Systems engineering information models and architectures have also been
designed to control the increasing complexity found in the systems engineering and
development domains. This complexity reduction approach is based on the assumption
that mastering the “natural order” of the information in the system development domain
will reduced the complexity associated with systems engineering tasks and activities.
Systems engineering activity complexity is reduced by recognizing and using the
underlying semantic structure and patterns associated with the systems engineering
domain. The basic patterns in these information structures are associated with the
product architecture and the process architecture. An incremental development
approach to transform from legacy information systems to “smart information
architectures” was developed using four phases. These four phases of information
architecture development are: (1) modeling and analysis of legacy architecture, (2)
identification of enterprise specific objectives and boundary conditions, (3) synthesis
and optimization of reference architecture, and (4) identification of upgrade paths. This
basic approach creates a flexible information management system that is used to manage
enterprise information and knowledge.[86] These types of adaptable information and
knowledge management systems are necessary to effectively manage the vast amounts
of data associated with current systems engineering activities.[87]
There are other examples of systems engineering activities that have been
facilitated using custom data structures for each step in the standard process as well as
the use of concept mapping techniques to communicate detailed technical
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information.[88][89] In these specific cases, structured data models and concept models
are developed to enhance the communication among systems organizations and
individuals involved in the development of large systems programs.
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3. RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

3.1. GENERAL APPLICATION
Systems engineering is an engineering activity that is dispersed over a large
group of technical disciplines and engineering personnel. A systems engineering
information management model is developed using the concepts previously developed.
To facilitate the widest possible deployment, only open source relational database
management systems are considered as possible candidate deployment targets for use in
this activity. Open source systems have some general advantages over other proprietary
or closed source database management systems. These advantages include: access to
application programming interfaces (API), high quality, low cost and robust operational
features.
In addition to advantages provided by open source characteristics, each database
management system will provide further advantages and benefits by closely adhering to
well-known, publicly-available open standards. One such standard is the Structured
Query Language (SQL) standard. SQL was first standardized in 1986 with a major
revision in 1992 (SQL-92). The latest version, SQL-99, contains object-oriented
features.[90] The combination of open source advantages, and detailed standards
compliance, provides a strong foundation for wide-spread, industrial-quality information
systems deployments that are flexible, adaptable and that provide long term functional
capability.
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3.2. MYSQL DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
MySQL is an open source relational database management system that claims to
be the “World’s most popular Open Source database.” While MySQL is quite popular
and very fast, especially of web-based transactions, it does not implement very many of
the standard SQL processes.[91] Only entry-level SQL-92 functions are supported at
this time, with a goal of supporting the full SQL-99 standard in the future.[92] The lack
of foreign key support, triggers and stored procedures in MySQL removes this product
from further analysis for the current system development activity.

3.3. HSQL DATABASE ENGINE
HSQL is a lightweight 100 per cent Java SQL database engine. This small, less
than 160k, database engine supports a large subset of SQL-92 as well as foreign keys,
triggers, stored procedures and constraints. [93] Even though HSQL supports more of
the SQL-92 standard than MySQL does, it does not support database replication and
provides weak support for multi-user client server types of applications. [94] [95]

3.3.1. POSTGRESQL
PostgreSQL is the most advanced open-source database and supports Atomicity,
Consistency of Preservation, Isolation, and Durability (ACID) process actions. In
addition to these features, PostgreSQL implements most of the SQL-92 standard as well
as much of the SQL-99 standard set. Further advantages of PostgreSQL include its
support of: (1) many of the object-relational concepts in SGL-99, (2) a wide range of
built-in complex data types, collections and sequences, table structure inheritance,
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multiple computer language types, and (3) is available for use on many different types of
operating systems. [96]
PostgreSQL has been chosen to support the work covered by this thesis.
PostgreSQL contains all of the features required to support the implementation of the
database constructs derived from the system engineering conceptual level data models.
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4. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

4.1. GENERIC INFORMATION MODEL DESIGN CRITERIA
As highlighted by the previous literature review, information models used to
support activities in the systems engineering domain are designed for many purposes.
These information models range from structured concept maps, used to help individuals
communicate, to object oriented systems models used to facilitate the storage and
manipulation of data in complex data stores. Any generic systems engineering
information model must be able to support this wide range of application. In essence,
the generic information model must be based on fundamental systems engineering
patterns that reduce domain complexity for the human users. At the same time, the
generic model must provide a powerful, extensible construct upon which the design of
large, distributed database systems can be effectively based. The primary design goal is
the reduction of system complexity, both in system production and system use.
The meta-model must be based on the “natural information flow” found in the
systems engineering domain. The concept of “natural information flow” is a very
powerful construct when combined with the concepts of hierarchy and semantics in
context. From the engineering aspect, the model must address the activity of problem
solving. At the same time, from the systems aspect, the model must address basic
systems concepts. The most important systems concepts that must be addressed are
system components, system boundaries and the system universe or environment. The
most important engineering concepts that must be addressed by the meta-model are
problem solving and the application of systems concepts to the development of systems
solutions for complex problems.
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Based on fundamental systems concepts, each system exists in an environment
populated with other systems. From a systems engineering point of view the most import
systems are the “product system” or the system under design, the “production system” or
the system that produces the product system as well as the environment system that
contains the production system and provides the context in which the product system
will operate. The environment system also provides resources from which the product
system is constructed and competitive forces that operate on the production system value
set. Most “production systems” will be modeled by a systems engineering process; a
small set of standard systems engineering processes were discussed previously.
The primary components of the systems engineering meta-model are a set of
three generic systems: the environment system, the product system and the process
system. These three systems are adopted from systems science and the FRAT model
developed by Mar and Morias. Each of these three systems is abstracted into six views,
context view, concept view, functions view, requirements view, architecture view and
test view. Four of these views, the function view, requirement view, architecture view,
and test view are adopted directly from the FRAT model. The four basic FRAT views
are encapsulated in a system concept view and a system context view.
The system concept and context view are added to the meta-model to provide a
mechanism where the system designers can detail specific global aspects of the current
system design and how these aspects relate to other systems in the environment. The
context view is used to detail relationships that are important between the current system
and other systems existing in the environment. The concept view provides a mechanism
to detail controlling concepts that directly relate to the current system design. In any
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specific system design, the design or systems solution approach can be decomposed and
described in a number of ways. These ways include functional decomposition, “part of”
decomposition, “configuration item” type of decomposition or a combination of all of
these approaches. . The concept view is used to detail the controlling system
abstractions and processes in each specific case. As the system design process develops,
more and more systems in the environment can be identified and the product systems
components and system boundary become increasingly well defined.

4.2. GENERIC INFORMATION MODEL DESIGN
Relational database system and data model design is a well-defined activity with
an established set of general practices and methods that are used to control the
systematic domain evaluation, parameter analysis and component design. One popular
set of design steps starts with high level domain analysis that produces a conceptual data
model. After the conceptual data model is developed, then data base rules are applied to
transform the conceptual data model into a logical data model that can be supported
using the standard record structures associated with the relational data base model.
Figure 4.2-1 outlines the general development cycle. [97]
The generic systems engineering model is based on the activities associated with
systems engineering as well as the meta-model outlined previously in this document.
The conceptual model context will be very general, identifying primarily functional
roles, general relationships, and generic processes associated with each of the systems in
the context of interest. In this manner, the generic model will support specific, detailed
system definition as the data and relationships are either discovered or designed.
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Figure 4.2-1 Database Systems Development Cycle

The generic systems engineering model approach will start with the system
engineering meta-model as a base. This basic set of three systems and six views of each
of these systems will be expanded to provide the information and data required to define
the current system of interest to the required level of detail. Another design goal of the
generic model is to create a loose coupling between individual systems and the various
levels of detail associated with each specific system description. In other words, a
specific system will be able to be described and modeled at various levels of system
abstraction, decomposition or detail. A change of data or information in any one of the
system models at any level of detail should not cause uncontrolled change or
unacceptable amounts of change in the other views that represent the same system.
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The generic or global system engineering model components consist of the
environmental system, the product system and the process system as a minimum. Each
of these systems is represented by six distinct system views that were detailed earlier in
this document. During the conceptual model design phase these basic systems will be
decomposed one or two levels to further quantify the system components and
relationships. The global model components provide the high level global data model
upon which the further data analysis and relational database design will be based.

4.3. CONCEPTUAL MODEL DESIGN
The standard process of conceptual model design that is associated with
relational database development is a set of analytical steps that further refine the data
and information associated with the systems engineering domain. The conceptual model
will identify all entities within the systems engineering domain, relationships between
these entities, clarify the entities degree and type as well as provide a complete
definition of the entities attributes.
The base system entities are the environmental system, the product system and
the process system. Each of these systems can be further decomposed in a “system of
systems” type of hierarchal decomposition. However, for the purposes of this
document some very general assumptions about the three base systems will be made to
facilitate the further development of the systems engineering conceptual business model
for a relational database application.
The environmental system will be represented as a series of five streams of
change. These five streams are:
-

Science stream or the development of new science
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-

Technology stream or the development of new technology

-

Application stream or the development of new applications

-

Product stream or the development of new products

-

Organization stream or the development of new organizations [53]

These five fundamental streams of change are shown in Figure 4.3-1. The
environment system is populated with the customer organization, subcontractor
organizations, the organization that implements the system production process and other
organizations. For our current purposes, it is assumed that these organizations are all
large government or government contractor organizations with the necessary resources
and capability to produce large scale engineered product systems.
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The process system represents the organization and associated processes,
methods and techniques that are used to produce the product system. This process
system is viewed as a member of the organizational stream located in the environmental
system. The process system is represented by three basic elements, organization
structure, process structure, and an operational rule set. Any large-scale process system
will have some type of organizational structure and the following organizational
architecture, shown in Figure 4.3-2 is used for the current activity. [98]
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Figure 4.3-2 Organizational Architecture

In the Process System, the process structure will be represented by two general
items or artifacts; the Integrated Master Plan (IMP) and the Integrated Master Schedule
(IMS). The IMP is a list of process tasks arranged in a logical order that are linked in a
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logical, functional network. The IMS includes all the IMP tasks; these tasks have been
associated with time and calendar elements. The IMP has three basic types of elements
associated with any given logical node in the planning network. These three elements
are events, accomplishments and accomplishment criteria. For an event to be complete
all accomplishments that are a part of that event must be completed. To determine if an
individual accomplishment has been completed all of the accomplishment criteria must
be evaluated. When all of the accomplishment criteria associated with a specific
accomplishment are satisfied then that accomplishment is complete.
The Process System is completed by assigning an operational rule set to use in
developing and deploying the Product System. In this case we will use the set of rules
contained in EIA 632 as the governing Process System rule set.
The Product System considered here is described in very general terms, contains
a high percentage of software, and is considered a part of the product stream associated
with the environment system. The Department of Defense Architecture Framework
(DODAF) and the Zachman Architecture Framework will be used as a general guides to
determine the categories and types of information that will be associated with the
Product System. The high level architecture of the product system will then be
represented by a series of system models that are all based on the CCFRAT concepts.
Product system specifications and requirements documents as well as other written data
will be modeled as a standard program document tree, all of which is generated from the
system database. Other patterns of system documentation and description may also be
supported by the database depending on the controlling set of system concepts.
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4.4. BASE SYSTEMS CONCEPTUAL MODELS
The conceptual data models of the base systems will now be developed. The
conceptual data model is a high-level model and is the first step in the data analysis
process. The purpose of data analysis is the determination of a data architecture that can
be used to represent and store all of the data associated with any organization’s activities
of interest. The data analysis activity consists of three major tasks: identifying major
“objects or things” (entities) with which data will be associated, determining the rules
that are associated with the lifecycle or existence of these “objects or things” and how
these things interact, and identifying the major macro processes associated with the
interaction of the three base systems in the environment.

4.5. DATA ANALYSIS NOTATION
A modified version of the standard graphical notation for Entity Relationship
(ER) diagrams will be used in this work. The standard unmodified notation supplies
graphical notation for the following concepts:
-

Entity

-

Weak entity

-

Relationship

-

Attribute
o Identifier (key)
o Descriptor (non-key)
o Multi-valued descriptor
o Complex attribute

Figure 4.5-1 shows the standard graphic constructs for reference. [99] Entities,
relationships and attributes also include the concepts of degree, connectivity and
existence. The graphical notation for these concepts is shown in Figure 4.5-2. These
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concepts are designed to support the development, analysis and modeling of complex
data models.
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Figure 4.5-1 Basic Entity Relationship Constructs

This standard notation has been modified for use in this thesis. This modified
notation uses only some of the graphical markings in a specific model diagram. This
technique allows a specific aspect of the data model to be highlighted and reduces the
number of symbols on the diagram. Only the most important aspects of the domain will
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be detailed in the model. These aspects will be developed in further detail as the model
becomes more fully developed.
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The three primary systems - environment, process and product - define the global
context for the system engineering activity. Each of these primary systems will be
modeled using the context, concept, functions, requirements, architecture and test views.
These primary system views are then decomposed using a “top down” approach that
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establishes a complete set of model views at each level of system abstraction or
decomposition.
The driving organizational logic for establishing product model boundaries is
comprised of the Process System IMP phases. Each major phase of the IMP logic is
considered to produce a complete Product System at a given abstraction level. A
complete system model is developed for that level of abstraction and detail. The Process
System decomposition is matched to the Product System model levels of abstraction to
provide a complementary set of “process and product” models for use during the design
of the Product System.
The Environmental System contents are developed to the level of detail
necessary to support the current state of the “process and product” model development.
The Environmental System contains the system customers, competitors, regulations,
sources of constraints, and many other factors and systems. It is important to develop
the environmental material to the level of detail necessary to support the system
development and modeling tasks. The rationale supporting the level of detail in the
current development activity is contained in the concept view of the system description.
Once the first set of primary system models have been developed, the systems
engineering process proceeds in a recursive, stepwise fashion to design, model and
develop systems at lower and lower levels of detail until the system has been fully
described and modeled. After the design, modeling, and component production is
complete, the product assembly and test starts. Each lower level system component is
integrated and tested, starting with the lowest level components being assembled and
tested. Integration and test continues until the total system is assembled and tested.
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4.6. SYSTEM CONTEXT DATA MODEL
The system context view is focused on the external relationships and connections
associated with the system of interest. This view records the driving need for the system
as well as the system value network, external stakeholders and controlling value sets.
Figure 4.6-1 presents the conceptual data model for the system context view,
from high level needs statements to detailed design activities. The context view
becomes more detailed and specific as the design process matures from high-level needs
statements to detailed design activities.
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Figure 4.6-1 System Context View Model

4.7. SYSTEM CONCEPT VIEW DATA MODEL
The system concept view is focused on the system of interest, its current level of
abstraction, level of decomposition and abstraction boundary for this specific set of
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system concepts. The core four system views, function view, requirements view,
architecture view and test view can be evaluated, analyzed, documented and modeled in
a number of ways. The concept view establishes a well-coordinated and executable set
of rules for system definition and analysis. The concept view details the semantics,
processes, and approach used to evaluate and analyze the system represented in the
current context. Figure 4.7-1 shows the System Concept View Data Model.
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4.8. SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL VIEW DATA MODEL
The system functional view details the required system behavior at the current
level of system abstraction. The operational approach to define and model the system
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behavior is found in the rule set contained in the system concept view. The primary
system functions and the functional alternative analysis are covered in this system view,
shown in Figure 4.8-1. This system view provides for a structured functional
development from “higher level system” requirement to the current system functional
need. Functional modeling and design documentation are also covered in this part of the
data model. This data model supports the generation of system design data for both text
descriptions and executable model inputs. The specific application of the systems
functional design data is covered in the concept view associated with the current
functional view.
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4.9. SYSTEM REQUIREMENT VIEW DATA MODEL
The system requirement view has a direct relationship to at least one system
functional view. The system concept view will outline how the function view and the
requirement view will relate and interact. In general the requirement view determines
how well the system function must be performed. This creates a direct logical
relationship between the function view and the requirement view. Further, a
requirement must be under the design control of the design engineer, so the design
engineer can trade-off any specific requirement against other functions and requirements
to balance the system design. If the requirement cannot be traded-off against other
requirements it is labeled as a constraint and treated as a fixed value that must be
achieved. Process and design risk are also considered a type of system requirement.
System functions and objectives are traded-off against risk in the requirements
management and system design process.
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4.10. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DATA MODEL
The system architecture view details the selected system architecture and all
candidate architectures that were developed for consideration using the process and
approach outlined in the system concept view. The selected architecture is directly
linked to the system design documents and dynamic system models. These design
artifacts help the system designer track the system architecture design process in a
structured and coherent fashion. The system decomposition hierarchy that is
documented in the higher level context and concept views of the product system and the
process system are the decomposition patterns that are used to complete the system
design process. In general these patterns can change but each specific change must be
documented in the proper system context and concept view.
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A primary goal of this data model is the documentation of these “architectural
design patterns” in a global and structured manner. The CCFRAT approach provides
the conceptual mechanisms necessary to capture many types of systems engineering
design patterns in a reusable fashion.

4.11. SYSTEM TEST VIEW DATA MODEL
The system test view is established, modeled and documented in increasing
levels of detail just like the other system views. The system test view , shown in Figure
4.11-1, details the process activities necessary to determine that the selected system
architecture will perform the required functions to the specified performance levels
within an acceptable risk margin.
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The test view is a very import view that may drive many system design
considerations. For example all functions and requirements must be measurable and
testable. If these aspects cannot be tested then they should not be tracked in the design
process.
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5. LOGICAL DATA MODEL

5.1. LOGICAL MODELING PROCESS
Once the high level conceptual data modeling is complete, the data modeling
process continues with the development of logical data models that will be the basis for
the construction of relational database tables. During the data development of the
relational database tables the data models are normalized to support efficient data
storage and recall. When complete the logical data model will be in a third normal form.
The logical data modeling process starts by identifying all of the entities from the
conceptual data models and establishing relationships between the entities as well as the
relationship degree, type and attributes. The logical data modeling process is completed
by creating a relational data model in third normal form, creating a complete definition
of logical record structures, and supporting all relationships with the proper foreign
keys.
The logical models will be organized around the environmental system, the
process system and the product system contained in the CCFRAT approach. In general,
the environmental system contains everything of interest to the current system design
problem. The process system is contained in the environmental system and is the
system that produces the product system. The product system is designed and built by
the process system. After the product system is complete it is operated by the customer
system in the environment system. Each of the basic CCFRAT systems will be analyzed
and a basic logical entity relationship (ER) model will be designed for each base system.
Design decisions, tests, functions and requirements as well as other entities found in the
systems engineering process will be developed to support the complete process.
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5.2. ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM LOGICAL MODEL ER DIAGRAM
The environmental system logical model ER diagram is shown in Figure 5.2-1.
The environmental system is the macro context for the current system design activity.
Because there is nothing outside of the environmental system, the environmental system
becomes the context view in this model. The environmental system contains all other
systems and resources available for system design. The key entities and the degree of
their relationships are outlined to further communicate the organization of the CCFRAT
information model.
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5.3. PRODUCT SYSTEM LOGICAL MODEL ER DIAGRAM
The product system ER model is shown in Figure 5.3-1. The product system
model contains a context view that details the product system external relationships and
connections. The product ER model indicates that only one product system is being
considered in a product system model. The environmental ER model could contain
many product systems, process systems and external systems. However, the product
model is constrained to one product system only. If other systems from the
environmental system are incorporated into the product system then these systems will
be recorded in the architecture view and incorporated in a manner described in the
concept view.
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5.4. PROCESS SYSTEM LOGICAL MODEL ER DIAGRAM
The process system ER model is shown in Figure 5.4-1. The process system
model contains context and concept views. The concept view is the most important
view in the process model because it is directly tied to the design and decision process.
However, the context view is also important because it is one of the primary connections
between the product system and the process that is creating the product. Design phases
and value sets are also key entities in the process system ER model.
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5.5. LOGICAL MODEL RELATION TABLE DEVELOPMENT
Database tables for all initial entities are presented next. The project database
will contain, as a minimum, the following main database tables:
-

System table

-

Context table

-

Concept table

-

Function table

-

Requirements table

-

Architecture table

-

Test table

-

Decision table

-

Type table

-

Document table

-

Model table

-

Database model table

-

Fr_link_table

-

Fa_link_table

-

At_link_table

More tables can be added to support a specific type of system or activity. The detailed
composition of these tables is presented next.
The system table contains a row for each system in the model. The minimum
number of system table entries would be three, one for the environment system, one for
the process system and one for the product system. A data store for a real project would
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have ten’s if not hundreds of entries in the system table. Figure 5.5-1 presents the system
ER diagram. The system database table consists of the following attributes:
-

System_id – serial – int4

-

System_name – char - 64

-

System_acronym – char – 64

-

System_description – text

-

System_type – type_id (FK)

-

System_context – context_id (FK)

-

System_concept – concept_id (FK)

-

System_model – model_id (FK)

-

System_db_model –db_model_id (FK)

-

System_decision – decision_id (FK)

-

System_document – document_id (FK)
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The context table contains a row for each system context view in the system
model. The context view is focused on the outward looking view from the system of
interest and details the important connections and interactions in the system
environment. Systems can reside inside of other systems, so, there are three general
types of connections that can be made by starting at the context boundary and traveling
outward. These general connection types are shown in Figure 5.5-2. The first general
type of outward connection is a “context A to context B” connection. In this first case,
both systems (A and B) reside in the same context plane at the same level of abstraction.
The second general type of outward connection is a “context A to concept C”
connection. In this second general connection type system A resides inside system B.
The third general connection type is a connection inward from the context boundary to
the systems own concept boundary.
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This third connection type is a inward connection from “context A to concept
A.” These general connection types are shown in Figure 5.5-2. Standard hierarchal
system decompositions can be described as shown with system 1.0 and system 2.0 in
Figure 5.5-2 or more networked types of system can be represented by system A.a. The
context database table consists of the following attributes:
-

Context_id – serial – int4

-

Context_name – char – 64

-

Context_description – text

-

Context_type – type_id (FK)

-

Concept_connection – concept_id (FK)

-

Context_model – model_id (FK)

-

Context_db_model – db_model_id (FK)

-

Context_document – document_id (FK)
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concept
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The concept table contains one row for each system concept view represented in
the model. The concept view is focused on an inward view of the system and details the
concepts associated with entities that make up the interior system structure. The concept
view can be of two general types; one type that contains other system context views only
and another type that contains function, requirement, architecture and test views only.
These relation ships are shown in Figure 5.5-2. The concept logical ER model is shown
in Figure 5.5-4.

type
1

model

db_model
1

function

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 architecture

1

1

concept
1

requirement

1

1

1

1

1

N

decision

document
N

context
Figure 5.5-4 Concept Logical ER Model

test
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The concept database table consists of the following attributes:
-

Concept_id – serial – int4

-

Concept_name – char – 64

-

Concept_description – text

-

Concept_model – model_id (FK)

-

Concept_db_model – db_model_id (FK)

-

Concept_type – type_id (FK)

-

Context_connection – context_id (FK)

-

Function_connection – function_id (FK)

-

Requirement_connection – requirement_id (FK)

-

Architecture_connection –architecture_id (FK)

-

Test_connection – test_id (FK)

-

Concept_decision – decision_id (FK)

-

Concept_document – document_id (FK)

The function table contains one row for each system function view represented in
the system model. The system functions will be determined and modeled in the manner
described in the associated concept view. The function ER logical model is shown in
Figure 5.5-6. The function database table consists of the following attributes:
-

Function_id – serial – int4

-

Function_name –char – 64

-

Function_description – text

-

Function_type – type_id (FK)

-

Concept_connection – concept_id (FK)
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-

Fr_link – fr_id (FK)

-

Fa_link – fa_id (FK)

-

Function_model – model_id (FK)

-

Function_db_model – db_model_id (FK)

-

Function_decision – decision_id (FK)

-

Function_document – document_id (FK)

type

model

N

concept

1

1

1

1

1

1

N

1

N

decision

function
1

1

db_model

1

1

N

N

fr_link

document

fa_link

Figure 5.5-6 Function Logical ER Model

The requirement table contains one row for each system requirement view. Each
requirement is directly connected to one or more function statements to create a basic
problem statement. The requirement logical ER model is shown in Figure 5.5-7. The
requirement table consists of the following attributes;
-

Requirement_id – serial – int4

-

Requirement_name – char -64
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-

Requirement_description – text

-

Requirement_type – type_id (FK)

-

Fr_link – fr_id (FK)

-

Concept_connection – concept_id (FK)

-

Requirement_model – model_id (FK)

-

Requirement_db_model – db_model_id (FK)

-

Requirement_decision – decision_id (FK)

-

Requirement_document – document_id (FK)

type

model

fr_link

N

1

1

1

1

N

1

1

1

N

1

N

decision

requirement
db_model

1

document

1

concept

Figure 5.5-7 Requirement Logical ER Model

The architecture table contains one row for each candidate architecture solution
that was considered for inclusion into the system solution. The architecture is the
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system solution that answers the “function and requirement” problem statement. The
architecture database table consists of the following attributes;
-

Architecture_id – serial – int4

-

Architecture_name – char – 64

-

Architecture_description – text

-

Architecture_type – type_id (FK)

-

Concept_connection – concept_id (FK)

-

At_link – at_id (FK)

-

Fa_link – fa_id (FK)

-

Architecture_model – model_id (FK)

-

Architecture_db_model – db_model_id (FK)

-

Architecture_decision – decision_id (FK)

-

Architecture_document – document_id (FK)

The test table contains one row for each test view that is represented in the
model. The test view focuses on recording the tests and procedures that are used to
assure that the selected architecture will perform the required function as well as the
requirement states. The test database table consists of the following attributes;
-

Test_id – serial – int4

-

Test_name – char – 64

-

Test_description – text

-

Test_type – type_id (FK)

-

Test_model – model_id (FK)

-

Test_db_model – db-model_id (FK)
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-

Concept_connection – concept_id (FK)

-

Test_decision – decision_id (FK)

-

Test_document – document_id (FK)

The decision database table contains one row for each decision made during the
system development. Decisions and decision types will range from the recording of
expert judgment about a subject to fully developed trade studies involving many people
and experts. The decision database table consists of the following attributes;
-

Decision_id – serial – int4

-

Decision_name – char – 64

-

Decision_description – text

-

Decision_outcome – text

-

Decision_document – document_id (FK)

-

Decision_model – model _id (FK)

-

Decision_type – type_id (FK)

-

Decision_db_model – db_modle_id (FK)

The type table contains a row for every type of classifier used in the system
model. These classifiers or types are used for grouping aspects of the system concepts
in convenient workable units. The type table contains the following attributes:
-

Type_id – serial – int4

-

Type_name – char – 64

-

Type_description - text
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The document table contains a row for every document or specific document
fragment developed during the system development activity. The document table
contains the following attributes:
-

Document_id – serial – int4

-

Document_name – char – 64

-

Document_content – text

-

Document_author – char – 64

-

Document_link – document_id (FK)

-

Document_link_1 – document_id (FK)

The model table contains one row for each model used in the system
development process. The model table contains the following attributes:
-

Model_id – serial – int4

-

Model_name – char – 64

-

Model_description – text

-

Model_executable - object

The database table contains one row for each database model used in the system
development process. The database model is used to store database scripts, functions
and other database specific models used in the system development process. The
database table contains the following attributes:
-

Db_modle_id – serial – int4

-

Db_model_name – char – 64

-

Db_model_description – text
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The preceding twelve database tables are used as the core basis of the systems
engineering information model presented here. A set of link record tables will be
developed next to facilitate the “many to many” relationships found in the model. A
link record will break a “many to many” relationship between two tables into two “one
to many” relationships between three tables. The link record table is the third table that
is designed for this purpose.
The core function, requirements, architecture and test are the tables that have the
“many to many” relationships. These “many to many” relationships are: function table
to requirement table, function table to architecture table and architecture table to test
table. The following link record tables are used to create the required “one to many”
relationships: fr_link_table, fa_link_table, at_link_table. The fr_link_table has the
following attributes:
-

Fr_id – serial – int4

-

Function_id (FK)

-

Requirement_id (FK)

The fa_link_table has the following attributes:
-

Fa_id – serial – int4

-

Function_id (FK)

-

Architecture_id (FK)

The at_link_table has the following attributes:
-

At_id – serial – int4

-

Architecture_id (FK)

-

Test_id (FK)
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5.6. MODEL APPLICATION
Large distributed systems development projects are becoming the norm in many
areas of industry. The increasing technical complexity of our products coupled with a
large portion of system development being outsourced to other companies and other
countries creates a situation where there is a great need to apply structured systems
engineering practices to control system design and development. The systems
engineering information model developed in this thesis lays the foundation for the
development of standard relational database models to support distributed engineering
management applications in a networked environment. A key feature of the database
models is adaptability. Systems engineering and management tasks have their own
specialized computer based models and systems that are already deployed in many
organizations. The system model presented here allows for the identification of these
other information resources and their management by either associating them with a
specific system support model or handling them as a complete system.
Database connections to configuration management, risk management, earned
value, process management, and project management computer-based tools provide the
capability to manage all aspects of a project from one platform. The internal system
logical structure provides the capability to create new systems, system interfaces and
new system views without impacting the existing data structure or database in an
adverse manner.
The systems engineering information model developed in this work places a
strong emphasis on modeling and tracking the incremental development of customer
requirements and needs. The complete system development lifecycle is modeled in a
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manner that enhances technical communication by establishing a core set of system
models that can be used in any type of system development. This generic approach to
system modeling will establish a viable and credible foundation for the communication,
storage and evaluation of technical system data. Generic systems development patterns
and associated information model patterns will be used to communicate complex sets of
technical data.
Historical tracking of system development patterns and system deployment
techniques is a systems engineering practice that provides great value but a great cost for
labor and configuration management of the material. The general approaches to system
analysis and development supported by the methods presented in this thesis will greatly
reduce the level of effort required to capture, analyze, and use this historical pattern data.
The CCFRAT approach provides a coordinated set of technical information
constructs that are recorded and linked in a logical manner. The core information store
consists of text data, executable model data and process meta-data that provide a
mechanism to produce a detailed audit trail if one is required. One advantage of a
systems engineering management data store developed using this information model is
independence from any set of hard copy documents. The content of documents can be
entered into the data store but the logic of the data relationships is not based on the
existence of a structured “document tree.” If a set of documents is required, by the
customer, to populate a document tree, then these documents could be generated directly
from the system engineering data store.
The CCFRAT systems engineering information model is designed around an
incremental, modular recursive approach to system design. In this type of system
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design, each phase of system development is carefully designed and bounded to consider
all necessary factors at the current level of system abstraction. The systems engineering
data store is used as a repository for all system related data and is organized in a manner
that allows detailed tracking of design and decision threads through the data store.
The technical decision record is a standard by-product of a CCFRAT based
systems engineering data store. The decision value set and decision matrix for each
phase of system development and each trade study is stored in the database. The
decision record can be produced for evaluation at any time.
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1. APPLICATION RISKS
Systems engineering practices have been used to develop and deploy many
complex technical and social-technical systems. There are always risks associated with
these types of activities. It is argued here that structured, well-known, open-system
approaches to systems engineering information models and databases will reduce overall
system risk by increasing the quality, quantity, and precision of systems engineering
data, in both the technical and programmatic domains. The relational database structure
presented in this work has a flexible conceptual foundation that allows the structure to
adapt to changing system models and organizational objectives. Other organizational
data sources can be linked with the system to leverage organizational information stored
in other formats and information systems.

6.2. ISSUES IN ORGANIZATIONAL DEPLOYMENT
The primary issues associated with the deployment and use of a systemsengineering database and other decision support tools are centered in the area of systems
ease-of-use and interoperability. Large distributed systems development programs are
decentralized activities that require coordination of large groups of people over a wide
geographic area. The support tools must be network enabled and provide access control
and configuration to control the access to system data.
The database tables and models presented in this document are considered to be
the data tier in a standard three-tiered information management system. The systems
engineering applications logic and access to the database would be located at the middle
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tier, while the system user interface and be located at the client tier. The application
server at the middle tier would add further process logic and data control to the overall
systems engineering data management system. The application logic and would be
separated from the data store and provide a more adaptive system architecture.

6.3. REQUIRED ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The successful deployment of any automated support tool rests upon the
organizations level of training and understanding of the tools benefits. Open source
based tools provide a further benefit by allowing the organization to customize the tool
to support the specific task at hand. Low-cost or no-cost relational database
management systems provided in an open source manner can be effectively used to
establish a customized, distributed systems engineering information management tool
set. Existing data systems could be quickly modified to establish interfaces to any
systems engineering management tool set based on the approach outlined in this
document.

6.4. APPLICATION BENEFITS
An automated systems engineering data management tool will provide a
mechanism to define the organization’s systems engineering data products and
processes. The tool can be used to reinforce the correct processes and practices
necessary to produce useful products. Near real-time access to program information
combined with a detailed technical decision history will benefit the organization in the
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current program as well as develop a set of historical procedures and work patterns that
can be used in future system development activities.

APPENDIX A.

POSTGRESQL DATABASE TABLES

The postgresql database tables developed for this thesis are listed in this
appendix.
The detailed design structure for the system table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

system_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”system_system_id_seq”’:: text) (Primary
key: system_pkey)

system_name

character(64) not null

system_description

text

system_acronym

character(64)

system_type

integer

(Foreign key)

system_context

integer

(Foreign key)

system_concept

integer

(Foreign key)

system_model

integer

(Foreign key)

system_db_model

integer

(Foreign key)

system_decision

integer

(Foreign key)

system_document

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the context table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

context_id

integer

not null default
nextval(‘”context_context_id_seq”’:: text)
(Primary key: context_pkey)

context_name

character(64) not null

context_description

text

context_type

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

context_model

integer

(Foreign key)

context_db_model

integer

(Foreign key)

context_document

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the concept table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

concept_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”concept_concept_id_seq”’:: text)
(Primary key: concept_pkey)

concept_name

character(64) not null

concept_description

text

not null

concept_model

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_db_model

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_type

integer

(Foreign key)

context_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

function_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

requirement_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

architecture_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

test_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_decision

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_document

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the function table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

function_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”function_function_id_seq”’:: text)
(Primary key: function_pkey)

function_name

character(64) not null

function_description

text

not null

function_model

integer

(Foreign key)

function_db_model

integer

(Foreign key)

function_type

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

fr_link

integer

(Foreign key)

fa_link

integer

(Foreign key)

function_decision

integer

(Foreign key)

function_document

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the requirement table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

requirement_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”requirement_requirement_id_seq”’::

text) (Primary key: requirement_pkey)
requirement_name

character(64) not null

requirement_description

text

not null

requirement_model

integer

(Foreign key)

requirement_db_model

integer

(Foreign key)

requirement_type

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

fr_link

integer

(Foreign key)

requirement_decision

integer

(Foreign key)

requirement_document

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the architecture table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

architecture_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”architecture_architecture_id_seq”’::
text) (Primary key: architecture_pkey)

architecture_name

character(64) not null

architecture_description

text

not null

architecture_model

integer

(Foreign key)

architecture_db_model

integer

(Foreign key)

architecture_type

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

fa_link

integer

(Foreign key)

at_link

integer

(Foreign key)

architecture_decision

integer

(Foreign key)

architecture_document

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the test table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

test_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”test_test_id_seq”’:: text) (Primary key:
test_pkey)

test_name

character(64) not null

test_description

text

not null

test_model

integer

(Foreign key)

test_db_model

integer

(Foreign key)

test_type

integer

(Foreign key)

concept_connection

integer

(Foreign key)

at_link

integer

(Foreign key)

test_decision

integer

(Foreign key)

test_document

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the model table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

model_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”model_model_id_seq”’:: text) (Primary

key: model_pkey)
model_name

character(64) not null

model_description

text

model_executable

oid

not null

The detailed design structure for the db_model table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

db_model_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”db_model_db_model_id_seq”’:: text)
(Primary key: db_model_pkey)

db_model_name

character(64) not null

db_model_description

text

db_model_executable

text

not null

The detailed design structure for the type table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

type_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”type_type_id_seq”’:: text) (Primary key:
type_pkey)

type_name

character(64) not null

type_description

text

not null

The detailed design structure for the decision table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

decision_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”decision_decision_id_seq”’:: text)
(Primary key: decision_pkey)

decision_name

character(64) not null

decision_description

text

not null

decision_model

integer

(Foreign key)

decision_db_model

integer

(Foreign key)

decision_type

integer

(Foreign key)

decision_outcome

text

not null

decision_document

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the document table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

document_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”document_document_id_seq”’:: text)
(Primary key: document_pkey)

document_name

character(64) not null

document_content

text

not null

document_author

text

not null

document_link

integer

(Foreign key)

document_link_1

integer

(Foreign key)

The detailed design structure for the fr_link table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

fr_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”fr_link_fr_id_seq”’:: text) (Primary key:
fr_link_pkey)

function_id

integer

not null

requirement_id

integer

not null

The detailed design structure for the fa_link table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

fa_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”fa_link_fa_id_seq”’:: text) (Primary key:
fa_link_pkey)

function_id

integer

not null

architecture_id

integer

not null

The detailed design structure for the at_link table is:
Column

Type

Modifiers

at_id

integer

not null default nextval
(‘”at_link_at_id_seq”’:: text) (Primary key:
at_link_pkey)

test_id

integer

not null

architecture_id

integer

not null

APPENDIX B.

INFORMATION MODEL TABLES

The detailed systems engineering relationship models are presented in this
appendix.
System Behavior Model Classes are shown in the Table B-1 below.
Class 1

Relationship

Class2

Behavior

Contains zero or more

Input/Output

Behavior

Contains zero or more

Functions

Behavior

Contains zero or more

Control Operations

Input/Output

Generates and consumes

Functions

Function

Ordered by

Control Operation

Non-triggering I/O

Type of (effect)

Input/Output

Triggering I/O

Type of (effect)

Input/Output

Triggering I/O

Triggers

Function

Non-conditioning I/O

Type of (condition)

Input/Output

Conditional I/O

Type of (condition)

Input/Output

Conditional I/O

Provide criteria for

Selection

Selection

Type of

Control Operation

Sequence

Type of

Control Operation

Iteration

Type of

Control Operation

Concurrency

Type of

Control Operation

Parallel function

Type of

Concurrency

State

Type of

Concurrency

The system input and output model is shown below in Table B-2.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Material I/O

Type of (physical nature)

Input/Output

Energy I/O

Type of (physical nature)

Input/Output

Information I/O

Type of (physical nature)

Input/Output

Non-Triggering I/O

Type of (effect)

Input/Output

Triggering I/O

Type of (effect)

Input/Output

Non-Condition I/O

Type of (condition)

Input/Output

Condition I/O

Type of (condition)

Input/Output

Stationary I/O

Type of (longevity)

Input/Output

Transitory I/O

Type of (longevity)

Input/Output

Local I/O

Type of (access)

Stationary I/O

Global I/O

Type of (access)

Stationary I/O

Replica

Type of (storage)

Stationary I/O

Stock

Type of (storage)

Stationary I/O

Triggering no content

Type of (content)

Triggering I/O

Triggering with content

Type of (content)

Triggering I/O

The system behavior and structure model is shown below in Table B-3.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Classification

Type of

Structure View

Aggregation

Type of

Structure View

Context Diagram

Type of

Structure View

Assembly Diagram

Type of

Structure View

Structure View

Is associated with

Object model

Object Model

Defines interfaces to

Object behavior map

Object behavior map

Encapsulates functions of

Behavior model

Behavior model

Represented by

Behavior views

Parallel function

Type of

Behavior view

I/O Control

Type of

Behavior view

State

Type of

Behavior

Functions I/O

Type of

Behavior

Event control

Type of

Behavior

Function control

Type of

Behavior

State control

Type of

Behavior

Table B-4 shows the system requirements information model relationships.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Initial information

Type of

Available information

Developed information

Type of

Available information

Initial text requirement

Part of

Initial information

Heritage information

Part of

Initial information

User information

Part of

Initial information

Initial model

Part of

Initial information

Operations concepts

Part of

Initial information

Derived requirement

Part of

Developed information

Developed model

Part of

Developed information

Implied requirement

Part of

Developed information

Adjudicated constraint

Part of

Developed information

Operational concept

Narrate

Initial model

Developed model

Extends

Initial model

Initial text requirement

Trace to

Initial model

Initial text requirement

Trace to

Developed model

Implied requirement

Trace to

Developed model

Implied requirement

Trace to

Derived requirement

Derived requirement

Trace to

Derived requirement

Reference requirement

Type of (by origin)

Initial text requirement

Original requirement

Type of (by origin)

Initial text requirement

Reference requirement

Point to

Original requirement

Resolution

Trace to

Derived Requirement

Resolution

Trace to

Adjudicated Constraint

Resolution

Trace to

Issue

Interface requirement

Type of

Initial text requirement

Functional requirement

Type of

Initial text requirement

Temporal performance

Type of

Initial text requirement

Nontemporal performance

Type of

Initial text requirement

Design requirement

Type of

Initial text requirement

Design requirement

Trace to

Issue

Table B-5 shows the system effectiveness measure creation model.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Effectiveness Measure

Ranked by

Priorities

Priority survey

Generate

Priorities

Cost function

Establish

Priorities

Effectiveness Measure

Compute with

EM equations

EM from modeling

Type of (source)

Effectiveness Measure

EM from preferences

Type of (source)

Effectiveness Measure

EM from attributes

Type of (source)

Effectiveness Measure

EM survey

Generate

EM from preferences

Effectiveness Measure

Determine alternatives

Subject system design

Cost function

Selects

Subject system design

Execution engine

Compute

EM from modeling

Execution engine

Executes behavior

Subject system behavior

Subject system design

Is composed of

Component

Component

Built from

Component

Component

Describe structure

Structure operations

Component

Have

Object interface

Attributes

Are arguments of

EM equations

Attributes

Have

Values

Values

Provide

Value computation

Measurement

Type of

Value computation

Simulation

Type of

Value computation

Estimation

Type of

Value computation

Table B-6 shows the text requirement, behavioral and context model
components.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Object (c)

Part of

Object (c)

Object (c)

Has

Object role (c)

Input/Output (c)

Type of (kind of role)

Object role (c)

External systems (c)

Type of (kind of role)

Object role (c)

Subject system (c)

Type of (kind of role)

Object role (c)

Component (c)

Type of (kind of role)

Object role (c)

Component (c)

Part of (two or more)

Subject system (c)

Subject system (c)

Interface

External system (c)

External system (c)

Connects to

Interface (c)

Subject system (c)

Connects to

Interface (c)

Subject system (c)

Responds by

Response threads (b)

External system (c)

Executes

Scenarios (b)

Scenarios (b)

Respond to

Response threads (b)

Scenarios (b)

Part of

Behavior (b)

Response threads (b)

Part of

Behavior (b)

Function (b)

Part of

Behavior (b)

Input/Output (b)

Part of

Behavior (b)

Structure Operations (b)

Define behavior

Behavior (b)

hierarchy
Function (b)

Ordered by

Control Operations (b)

Function (b)

Trace to

Functional requirements
(t)

Function (b)

Budget to

Temporal requirement (t)

Function (b)

Limit choice

Adjudicated constraint (t)

Function (b)

Generate and consume

Input/Output (b)

Interface requirement (t)

Type of (by use)

Text requirement (t)

Functional requirement (t)

Type of (by use)

Text requirement (t)

Temporal requirement (t)

Type of (by use)

Text requirement (t)

Nontemporal requirement

Type of (by use)

Text requirement (t)

Design (t)

Type of (by use)

Text requirement (t)

Resolution (t)

Trace to

Text requirement (t)

Adjudicated constraint (t)

Trace to

Resolution (t)

Resolution (t)

Trace to

Issue (t)

Issue (t)

Trace to

Design (t)

(t)

The text requirements, structure and context model isshown below in Table B-7.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Object

Part of

Object

Object

Has

Object role

Input/Output

Type of

Object role

External system

Type of

Object role

Subject system

Type of

Object role

Component

Type of

Object role

External system

Defines interfaces

Subject system

External system

Connects to

Interface

External system

Operate by

Scenarios

Subject system

Connects to

Interface

Scenarios

Composed of

Text operations concept

Scenarios

Respond to

Response threads

Subject system

Respond to

Response threads

Scenarios

Part of

Behavior

Response threads

Part of

Behavior

Structure operations

Define hierarchy

Behavior

Behavior

Allocate to

Component

Component

Defined by

Component Interface

Component

Assigned to

Functions

Component

Budget to

Temporal requirement

Component

Have

Attributes

Component

Trace to

Adjudicated constraints

Adjudicated constraints

Trace to

Resolution

Resolution

Trace to

Issue

Issue

Trace to

Design

Interface requirement

Type of

Text Requirement

Functional requirement

Type of

Text Requirement

Temporal requirement

Type of

Text Requirement

Non-temporal requirement

Type of

Text Requirement

Design

Type of

Text Requirement

Table B-8 shows the tradeoff analysis model.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Effectiveness measure

Ranked by

Priority

EM from modeling

Type of

Effectiveness measure

EM from Preferences

Type of

Effectiveness measure

EM from Attributes

Type of

Effectiveness measure

EM survey

Generates

EM from preferences

EM equation

Computed with

Effectiveness measure

Subject system

Alternative selection

Effectiveness measure

Priority survey

Generate

Priority

Priority

Establish

Cost function

Cost function

Selects

Subject system design

Object

Part of

Subject system design

Object

Describe structure

Structure operations

Object

Have

Object interfaces

EM equations

Arguments for

Attributes

Attributes

Arguments for

Non-temporal equation

Non-temporal requirement

Computed with

Non-temporal equation

Attributes

Have

Values

Value

Provide

Value Computation

Measurement

Type of

Value Computation

Simulation

Type of

Value Computation

Estimation

Type of

Value Computation

Execution engine

Compute

EM from modeling

Execution engine

Generate

Time lines

Time lines

Validate

Temporal requirement

Table B-9 shows the Sequential Build and Test Model.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Components

Part of (tested)

Subject system

Component

Assembled under direction

SBTP

SBTP

Monitored by

Tracking and reporting

SBTP

Accounts for

Business realities

Time to market

Type of

Business realities

Funding rate

Type of

Business realities

Risk

Type of

Business realities

Competition

Type of

Business realities

Validation of progress

Type of

Business realities

Validation of progress

Show response

Response threads

Technical risk

Type of

Risk

Schedule risk

Type of

Risk

Cost risk

Type of

Risk

Risk survey

Establishes

Technical risk

Table B-10 shows management information relationships.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Customer Needs

Determine

System Plan

Organization Plan/Status

Constrain

System Plan

Long-term Plan

Type of

System Plan

Incremental Plan

Type of

System Plan

Long-term Plan

Constrains

Incremental Plan

Risk Management Plan

Type of

Long-term Plan

System Process Definition

Type of

Long-term Plan

Increment Definitions

Type of

Long-term Plan

Work Product Description

Type of

Long-term Plan

Size, Cost, Schedule Est.

Type of

Long-term Plan

Estimate of the Situation

Type of

Long-term Plan

Estimate of the Situation

Constrain

Risk Management Plan

Risk Management Plan

Determine

Incremental Definitions

Risk Management Plan

Determine

System Process Definition

Risk Management Plan

Determine

Size, Cost, Schedule Est.

Work Product Description

Determine

Size, Cost, Schedule Est.

Incremental Requirements

Type of

Increment Definitions

Resource Allocations

Type of

Incremental Definitions

Size, Cost, Schedule Est.

Determine

Resource Allocations

Resource Allocations

Constrain

Incremental Requirements

Development Goal

Part of

Incremental Plan

Incremental Requirements

Define

Development Goal

Inc. Size, Cost, Sch. Est.

Part of

Incremental Plan

Resource Allocations

Determine

Inc. Size, Cost, Sch. Est.

Success Criterion

Part of

Incremental Plan

Tailored Process

Part of

Incremental Plan

Development Goal

Determine

Success Criterion

Development Goal

Determine

Tailored Process

Tailored Process

Determine

Inc. Size, Cost, Sch. Est.

System Process Definition

Determine

Tailored Process

Organization Plan/Status

Part of

Org. Planning Info.

Org. Standard Proc.

Part of

Org. Planning Info.

Org. Standard Proc.

Constrain

System Process Definition

Organizational Plan

Part of

Organization Plan/Status

Organizational Status

Part of

Organization Plan/Status

Organizational Status

Determine

Organizational Plan

Incremental Results

Type of

System Develop. Results

System Status

Type of

Increment Results

System Status

Determined by

Increment Plan

Increment Results

Determine

System Status

Technical Risk Data

Part of

Increment Results

Technical Risk Data

Determine

Risk Management Plan

Incremental Results

Determine

Long-term Plan

System Work Products

Part of

Increment Results

Lessons Learned

Part of

Increment Results

Lessons Learned

Determine

Tailored Process

System Develop. Results

Determine

Incremental Definitions

System Develop. Results

Determine

Org. Planning Info.

Table B-11 shows the Design and Verification Relationships.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

System Requirement

Part of

System Design

Functional Architecture

Part of

System Design

Physical Architecture

Part of

System Design

System Design Plan

Constrain

System Design

System Design

Incorporate

Reusable Assets

Physical Architecture

Implement

Functional Architecture

Performance

Type of

System Requirement

System Requirement

Formalize

Customer Needs

Physical Architecture

Meet

Performance

Physical Architecture

Determine

CI Requirements

Behavioral

Type of

System Requirement

Functional Architecture

Implement

Behavioral

Constraints

Type of

System Requirement

External Interfaces

Type of

System Requirement

Functional Elements

Part of

Functional Architecture

Functional Interfaces

Part of

Functional Architecture

Human Elements

Part of

Physical Architecture

Physical Interfaces

Part of

Physical Architecture

CI

Part of

Physical Architecture

Hardware CI

Part of

CI

Software CI

Part of

CI

System Eval., V&V Info.

Compare With

Customer Needs

System Evaluation Results

Part of

System Eval., V&V Info.

V&V Results

Part of

System Eval., V&V Info.

I&T Procedures

Part of

System Eval., V&V Info.

I&T Procedures

Determined by

System Design

V&V Results

Verify

I&T Results

V&V Results

Validate

System Requirements

V&V Results

Verify

Functional Architecture

V&V Results

Verify

Physical Architecture

Detailed I&T Procedures

Elaborate

I&T Procedures

Recommendations

Part of

System Evaluation Results

Recommendations

Determine

System Design

Proposed Improvements

Part of

System Evaluation Results

Recommendations

Determine

Proposed Improvements

System Design

Incorporate

Proposed Improvements

Trade Studies

Part of

System Evaluation Results

Trade Studies

Determine

Recommendations

Completeness

Part of

V&V Results

Trace-ability

Part of

V&V Results

I&T Procedures

Determine

V&V Results

Integration

Part of

I&T Procedures

Test

Part of

I&T Procedures

Analysis

Part of

I&T Procedures

Table B-12 shows the conceptual information model for the AP-233 architecture.
Class 1

Relationship

Class 2

Presentation Information

Type of

Support Information

Configuration Data

Type of

Support Information

External Document

Type of

Support Information

Admin Information

Type of

Support Information

Data Types

Type of

Support Information

Classification

Type of

Support Information

Properties

Type of

Support Information

Support Information

Provides

Engineering Process

Support Information

Provides

Specification Elements

Support Information

Provides

System Architecture

Engineering Process

Records

System Architecture

Engineering Process

Records

Specification Elements

System Architecture

Defined by

Specification Elements

Requirements Data

Type of

Specification Elements

Functional Architecture

Type of

Specification Elements

Physical Architecture

Type of

Specification Elements

Requirements Data

Allocates to

Functional Architecture

Requirements Data

Allocates to

Physical Architecture

Functional Architecture

Allocates to

Physical Architecture
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